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is thoroughly revised Handbook provides an assessment
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Acclaim for the rst edition:
‘ e scope of the volume is vast and, overall, the Handbook amounts to an almost
encyclopaedic reference text for scholars of environmental questions across the social sciences,
be they in sociology, geography, political science or wherever.’
– Neil Ward, Environmental Politics
‘Each author writes with a distinctive style, yet the work ows well because the editors selected
recognized scholars with outstanding credentials. Academic libraries, especially those serving a
strong social science community, will nd this work a worthwhile addition. Professors of sociology
and environmental studies could use the essays for additional readings and reviews.’
– Marjorie H. Jones, American Reference Books Annual
‘ is International Handbook is an important addition to the growing concern and publication in
the eld of environmental sociology. Certainly any serious scholar in the eld should nd this
edited reference work of interest. . .’
– John J. Hartman, International Social Science Review
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